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Part III Measures for Defense of Japan

Ensuring Security of Sea and Airspace Surrounding Japan

●  The SDF routinely and continuously engages in surveillance activities in the waters surrounding 
Japan in preparation for responding to various emergencies promptly and seamlessly.

●  The MSDF routinely monitor the situation associated with traveling vessels using P-3C fi xed-
wing patrol aircraft. Furthermore, surveillance activities are conducted with the fl exible use 
of destroyers and aircraft as required. Thus, a state of readiness is maintained for responding 
quickly to situations in areas surrounding Japan.

●  The MOD and SDF ensure that there is no gap in Japan’s defense and security systems through 
cooperation with the Japan Coast Guard in on-site information sharing.

●  In May 2013, the MSDF’s P-3C patrol aircraft observed a submarine navigating underwater in 
Japan’s contiguous zone.

 Column: “Comment by a Crew Member of P-3C,” “Comments by a Crew Member on an 
E-2C,” “JGSDF Coast Observation Unit,” “Collaboration between Japan Coast Guard and 
the Maritime Self-Defense Force in Southwest Waters”

●  The ASDF conducts daily 24-hour surveillance of Japan’s territorial and adjacent airspace using 
radar sites nationwide, E-2C early warning aircraft and E-767 early warning and control aircraft. 
Through this, the ASDF detect and identify aircraft fl ying close to Japan and, if the suspicious 
aircraft for violating Japan’s territorial airspace is detected, fi ghters scramble to monitor the aircraft.

●  In FY2012, the number of scrambles exceeded 500 times for the fi rst time in 22 years. The number of scrambles against Chinese aircraft exceeded 
the number of those against Russian aircraft for the fi rst time.  

Effective Deterrence and Response
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Defense of Japan’s Offshore Islands

●  If signs of attack are detected in advance, SDF troops will be concentrated in the area expected to be 
attacked ahead of the deployment of enemy units, thereby trying to deter attacks by the enemy. If the 
enemy shows no sign of refraining from launching an attack, operations will be conducted to prevent it.

●  If no signs of aggression are detected in advance and islands are occupied, operations will be 
conducted to regain the islands by defeating the enemy with air-to-ground and ship-to-ground fi ring 
and by landing GSDF units.

 Column: “Participating in the Joint Exercise (Field Training) in the United States (Dawn Blitz 
2013)”
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Response to Cyber Attacks

●  In achieving missions, it is necessary for the MOD and SDF to maximize its opportunities for the use of cyberspace while limiting any risks.

●  Accordingly, in September 2012, the MOD and SDF formulated and published “Toward Stable and Effective Use of Cyberspace” based on the 
following guidelines: (1) Enhancement of capabilit ies and systems of the MOD and SDF, (2) Contribution to nationwide initiatives including the 
private sector, and (3) Cooperation with the international community, including all ied nations.

●  In FY2013, the MOD and SDF are developing the operational infrastructure by creating a “cyber defense group” (tentative name) and starting 
research on technologies to develop the cyber exercise environment.

Response to Ballistic Missile Attacks

●  Japan’s BMD is an effective multi-tier defense system with interception by Aegis 
destroyers and Patriot PAC-3, both interconnected and coordinated by the Japan 
Aerospace Defense Ground Environment (JADGE).

●  In April 2013, 2 FUs of Patriot PAC-3 of Hamamatsu were re-assigned to Naha and 
Chinen (Nanjo  City, Okinawa Prefecture).

●  Response to North Korea
・Launch in 2012

On April 13, the Ministry of Defense confi rmed its receiving of information from 
SEW concerning a launch of a fl ying object from the west coast of North Korea. On 
December 12, the MOD judged that a missile, which North Korea called a “satellite,” 
was launched from the west coast of North Korea and estimated that the missile 
passed through airspace above Okinawa Prefecture toward the Pacifi c Ocean. On 
January 25, 2013, the MOD announced the results of analysis.

・Response in 2013
Since the beginning of 2013, North Korea has repeatedly conducted various 
provocative activities, including suggesting the possibil ity of a missile launch. The 
MOD has adopted a posture to take every possible measure.

 Column: “Voice of SDF Personnel Deployed to Deal with Missile Launches by 
North Korea” (JGSDF, JMSDF and JASDF)
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Transport of Japanese Nationals Overseas, etc

●  In the event of disasters, insurgency, and other emergencies overseas, 
the Minister of Defense is authorized to transport Japanese nationals 
and other persons from overseas upon request from the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs and subsequent consultations with the Foreign 
Minister.

●  In January 2013, when the terrorist incident involving Japanese 
nationals broke out in Algeria, Japan dispatched government aircraft 
of the JASDF Special Airl ift Group to Algeria.

●  A bil l to revise the SDF law was approved in a cabinet meeting on 
April 19, 2013, and submitted to the Diet. It includes provisions for 
the addition of vehicles to the range of means of transport available, 
the expansion of the scope of persons eligible for transport and the 
expansion of the range of locations where weapons may be used and 
the coverage of protected person by weapons.

Response to Various Disasters

●  When disasters such as natural disasters occur in any part of the country, the SDF works in collaboration with municipal governments, engaging 
in the search for and the rescue of disaster victims, missing ships or aircraft, controll ing fl oods, offering medical treatment, preventing epidemics, 
supplying water, and transporting personnel and goods. In particular, over 100,000 SDF personnel were dispatched at a peak time for relief 
operations in the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake in March 2011 in view of large-scale earthquake and nuclear disaster.

 Column: “Voice of SDF Personnel Dispatched to Disaster Relief,”“Welcome Home, Blue Impulse”

Government aircraft used fi rst for the transport of Japanese nationals living overseas

Systems to Protect Citizens’ Lives and Property and 
Defend Japanese Territorial Land, Waters and Airspace

Chapter  1 
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●  For many years, Japan has been taking 
proactive steps to improve the security 
environment, and recent years have seen 
dialogue and exchange expand in terms of both 
quality and quantity. The MOD and SDF are also 
engaged in multi-layered activities, namely, 
security cooperation and dialogues, defense 
cooperation and exchange, and joint training 
and exercises.

Capacity Building

●  Capacity building is an initiative based on a new concept, which seeks to improve the 
response capabilit ies of developing countries, thereby actively creating stability within 
the region and improving the international security environment.

Promoting Multilateral Security Cooperation and Dialogue
in Areas Including the Asia-Pacifi c Region

●  In order to ensure the safety and prosperity of Japan, it is important 
to util ize the Japan-U.S. Alliance as an axis, while developing 
networks that combine bilateral and multilateral dialogue, exchanges 
and cooperation frameworks in a complementary and multilayered 
manner.

Promotion of Defense 
Cooperation and Exchanges

●  Since Japan depends on maritime transportation to import most 
of its resources and food necessary for its survival and prosperity 
as a maritime nation, it is necessary for Japan to actively fulfi ll its 
international responsibilities in the suppression of piracy.

●  3,068 vessels have been escorted under the protection of destroyers, 
and P-3Cs have fl own 887 missions (a total of about 6,880 fl ight hours) 
[As of April 30, 2013].

Counter-piracy Initiatives
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United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)

●  The experience the SDF gained in UNDOF in the Golan Heights is steadily being passed on and refl ected 
in its humanitarian and reconstruction support activities in Iraq and its international peace cooperation 
activities in Haiti and South Sudan. 
February 1996 through January 2013

United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)

●  Japan provided support to the disaster-affl icted area through the clearance of rubble and leveling of the 
ground. Moreover, the SDF made effective use of Japan’s technical knowledge and experience for activities 
such as assessing the earthquake-resistance of buildings and providing training in the operation and 
maintenance of engineer equipment.   
February 2010 through February 2013

United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT)

●  Military liaison offi cers dispatched from Japan collected information on the security situation across Timor-
Leste, the state of the economy, and social infrastructure. Also, they actively engaged in interaction with 
local citizens.  
September 2010 through September 2012

United Nations Mission in the Republic of South Sudan (UNMISS)

●  Japan considers that it can contribute to South Sudan in nation-building by providing personnel-based 
cooperation in infrastructure development on which the United Nations places great expectations.

●  On May 28, 2013, the areas in which the dispatched engineer unit can carry out its operations expanded 
from the areas in and around Juba to areas encompassing Central, Eastern and Western Equatoria. This 
expansion was coordinated in response to a request from the U.N. side, and it will enable Japan to further 
contribute to South Sudan in nation-building.
From November 2011 and stil l ongoing

Efforts to Support International Peace Cooperation Activities

●  The MOD will continue to devote its energies to activities aimed at strengthening nonproliferation 
frameworks, including PSI, as well as participating in and holding various meetings and exercises, with 
the objective of striving constantly to prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and 
improving the ability of the SDF to deal with such matters.

Efforts for Arms Control, Disarmament 
and Non-proliferation
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●  The scale of Japan’s defense industry is not large, and the value of 
production destined for the MOD accounts for less than 1% of the 
overall value of industrial production in Japan.

●  The degree of reliance on defense sector demand (sales related 
to defense as a proportion of total sales by the company) among 
companies involved in the production of defense equipment and 
related items is around 4% on average, so for many companies, the 
defense business is not their main fi eld of business.

●  Among the comparatively small-scale companies are some with a 
degree of reliance on defense sector demand in excess of 50%, so 
fl uctuations in procurement by the MOD have a major impact on such 
companies.

●  In March 2013, the MOD held a meeting of the Comprehensive Acquisition Reform Project Team, while undertaking the requisite deliberations 
concerning effective ways of promoting procurement reforms, with the aim of refl ecting the fruits of its efforts into increasing the effi ciency of 
procurement in budgetary requests for FY2014.

●  Regarding a series of cases of overcharging involving Mitsubishi Electric and other defense-related companies that emerged in January 2012, the 
MOD compiled and published measures to prevent recurrence in December 2012.

●  The Technical Research & Development Institute 
is taking initiatives on research and development 
of defense robots and carrying out research on 
technologies for developing a cyber-training 
environment.

Defense Production and Technological Bases, and the 
Current Status of Defense 
Equipment Acquisition 

Initiatives for Increasing the Effi ciency of Procurement
and Improving its Fairness and Transparency

Research and 
Development

Sales to the Ministry of Defense as a Proportion of Total Sales (Degree of Reliance on Defense Demand)
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Industrial Participation of Japan in the Production of the F-35A

●  The F-35 is a state-of-the-art fi ghter aircraft having been jointly developed in earnest from the fall of 2001 by nine 
countries including the U.S.

●  It will be important to maintain, cultivate, and upgrade defense production and technological bases, in order to 
maintain high availability of ASDF fi ghter aircraft, including the F-35A, and improve their capabilities suitable to 
operation by Japan, while ensuring their safety into the future. To meet those objectives, the decision was made 
that Japanese companies would participate in manufacturing the F-35.

●  In regard to the maintenance and management of the F-35, an international logistical support system, namely, the 
Autonomic Logistics Global Sustainment (ALGS), has been adopted assuming the participation of all user countries 
in view that the F-35 is an aircraft resulting from an internationally oriented program.

●  In March 2013, a statement by the Chief Cabinet Secretary was issued. Under ALGS, 
the parts for the F-35 manufactured by Japanese companies were determined not to be 
applicable to the Three Principles on Arms Exports.

●  The fact that Japanese companies became able to participate in manufacturing under ALGS 
made a substantial contribution to the security of Japan, from the perspective of maintaining 
the base for the operation and sustainment of ASDF fi ghter aircraft, maintaining, cultivating 
and upgrading the defense industry and its technological base, and the effective operation 
of the Japan-U.S. security alliance through the stabilization of component supply and the 
provision of support for the U.S. military.

●  In FY 2013, Japanese companies are scheduled to participate in Final Assembly and Check 
Out (FACO) of airframes, and the manufacture of some engine components and radar 
components.

Initiatives Aimed at Maintaining, and Strengthening 
Defense Production and Technological Bases
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Adapting Defense Equipment for Civilian Use

● The MOD is working in partnership with other concerned ministries in considering civil ian use of aircraft developed by the Ministry of Defense, 
which is expected to bring about a reduction in the procurement prices of SDF aircraft and other equipment. At the same time, guidelines and 
regulations necessary to realize civil ian use were formulated.

● The Ministry intends to consider the potential for civil ian use of equipment other than aircraft, taking into account the demand of other countries 
and the intention of the defense industry.
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Recruitment and Employment of Personnel in the Ministry of Defense and the SDF

● In recent years, while public expectations and support for the MOD and the SDF 
have been increasing, the number of people who are eligible to join the SDF 
has been decreasing along with the progress in the declining birthrate and the 
tendency to aspire to higher education, making it more diffi cult to recruit SDF 
personnel.

● The MOD and the SDF have enhanced their recruitment activities by holding 
information sessions at schools and placing advertisements in employment 
information magazines. In addition, they have been providing customized advice 
to individual applicants having different demands.

Daily Education and Training

● In order to accomplish its missions, at the heart of which is the defense of Japan, the SDF needs to ensure that its commanding offi cers and other 
members are highly knowledgeable and skilled, as well as being in a high state of readiness and having high morale.

● Education and training are crucial for the SDF to strengthen its capabilit ies to accomplish its missions by developing its human resources. The SDF 
is making efforts to educate its personnel and train its units to ensure that they are capable personnel and units.

The Human Foundation and Organization
that Supports the Defense Force

Efforts for Further Utilization of Female SDF Personnel

 Column “Heavy Responsibility of Being Entrusted with the Lives of Subordinates” First 
Female Commanding Offi cer of an MSDF Training ship

We lead the way to protect the people we care about.
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●  To accelerate the deliberation of the MOD Reform, the Direction by the Minister of Defense on MOD Reform was issued in February 2013 and set up 

the Council for Deliberation on the MOD Reform, chaired by the Vice-Minister of Defense.

●  The Council has been conducting deliberation on reform measures in combination with the deliberation on the defense capacity, from the 
perspective not only of preventing a recurrence of scandals but also of ensuring that the SDF will function more actively and effi ciently through the 
effective use of human resources, while enforcing thorough civil ian control.

●  The various activities of the MOD and the SDF cannot be carried out without the understanding and cooperation of each and every citizen, local 
governments, and other parties.

●  The MOD and the SDF have been conducting various cooperation activities to support the lives of the populace, as well as striving to minimize the 
impact of the establishment and operation of defense facilit ies on the livelihood of local residents.

Column “Offering Support for the Filming of Sora Tobu Kouhoushitsu (Public Affairs Offi ce in the Sky ), a TV Drama Series”

Column “Report of the London 2012 Olympic Games and Efforts Toward the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic Games”

Reform of the Ministry of Defense

Interaction between the Ministry of Defense and the 
SDF, and the Local Community and Japanese Citizens

The Relationship between the Japanese People
and the Ministry of Defense and the SDF

Chapter  4




